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Abstract—This paper explores the interplay between
public policy in areas related to digital privacy and se-
curity and the development of new metaverse technolo-
gies that need to be compliant-by-design. Such inter-
dependency is illustrated here through the proposal
of a solution to implement seamless cross-metaverses
avatar interoperability that preserves data privacy and
portability. The new proposed scheme is based on
the Self-Sovereign Identity concept and architectures,
along with off-line governance agreements, in order
to ensure that avatars can travel between metaverses
while keeping whatever attributes they possess and that
are compatible in the crossed metaverses. Many new
and exciting avenues for technological research arise
from such an interdisciplinary perspective.

Index Terms—metaverse, security, privacy, data-
protection, digital policy, governance, EU legislation,
self-sovereign identity

I. Introduction

Metaverse research witnessed a first wave of "hype"
between the years 2000 and 2006, with many results
and visibility. Currently, in 2023, it is going through
a second wave of interest, now brought about by com-
mercial players that started to market their metaverses
and events held inside them, but also by a widely
publicised metaverse-related public announcement by
one of the Western Big-Techs in late 2021.

As a consequence, many people outside the meta-
verse community think that the metaverse is a product,
or a brand of some social network company, and not a
name given to a set of Web platform technologies that
intend to implement digital worlds. Nevertheless, the
concept of virtual worlds dates back at least to the 19th

Century [1], while the very term metaverse was coined
to describe a futuristic concept in a science fiction book
in 1992 [2].

In practice today, metaverses refer to a new type of
Web platform, supported through a comprehensive set
of technologies, some of which already consolidated
and others in evolution, which will allow users greater
interactivity and socialisation in immersive 3D digital
environments, represented by a universe of new digital
worlds, mirrored or not in the physical world. Examples
of such commercial endeavours include Second Life,
Decentraland, Somnium Space, The Sandbox, Roblox,
Horizon Worlds, Avakin Life, Mesh, and others.

On the other hand, nowadays, software and other
digital infrastructures can no longer be developed in
isolation, as in the past, and must closely follow policy
and regulation trends. In this respect, we note that the
emergence of such powerful technologies is already
catching the attention of regulators, in particular in
the European Union (EU) [3]. And, just like with its
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [4], data
privacy and portability will rank high in the EU policy
making with respect to metaverses.

But, in clear contrast with such policy intentions, the
sample metaverses mentioned above operate as enti-
ties that are fully silo-ed from each other ,where there
is a lack of interoperability, as avatars are confined to
a single metaverse and its worlds, not being allowed to
move from one metaverse to another platform, without
logging in again from the physical world.

In this paper, we explore first steps in the direction of
implementing metaverse data privacy and portability,
through a new solution to implement seamless cross-
metaverses avatar interoperability. Based on offline
agreements, we propose to use the Self-Sovereign
Identity (SSI) concept and fully distributed architec-
tures in order to ensure that avatars can travel be-
tween metaverses while keeping whatever attributes



that are compatible in the crossed metaverses.
This paper is organised as follows. The next section

frames the metaverse concepts used in our work. Then,
we explore some interesting aspects related to digital
governance, taken from the EU perspective, that will
likely regulate the metaverse space within this decade.
In sequence we recall the main technical features
of the Self-Sovereign Identity solution promoted by
the W3C and introduce our proposed Self-Sovereign
Identity architecture for seamless cross-metaverses
travelling by avatars. We close the paper with some
concluding remarks and avenues for further research.

II. The nexus of policy, governance, and technology

The metaverses considered in this paper encompass
their full vision as digital worlds that are massive
(can host an unlimited number, or at least a very
high number of concurrent users), immersive (offer
three-dimensional and embodied experiences), persis-
tent (never stop or reset, as perceived by users), open
(anyone with good Internet connectivity and enough
computing power can have access) and economically
developed (have extensive trade in goods and services
within them) [5].

The governance inside such metaverses will be dif-
ferent from that of the interface between the digital
world of a metaverse and our physical world, which is
becoming already heavily regulated, at least in the EU,
where the rule-of-law is dominant and its institutions
are mostly fit for purpose. However, in this new tech-
nological frontier that are metaverses, it is not clear
what will be regulated, who will establish and enforce
rules, or how this will be done.

Indeed, as commerce will be ubiquitous inside meta-
verses, regulations about products, transactions, prop-
erty rights, and other businesses will be necessary
for markets to thrive. Then, all kinds of conflicting
situations will have to be resolved by some form of
authorities, police, and courts. As well, there must be
rules of trade, taxation, income, etc.

An analysis of the evolution of metaverse support
technologies and especially when thinking about Web
platforms with great interactivity and greater social
reach, brings many questions and concerns, espe-
cially regarding cybersecurity, privacy, and protection
of (personal) data, regulations, and various aspects of
the governance of such digital worlds [6].

III. From EU policy to software design requirements

The very technological offer of interactivity and im-
mersion of next-generation metaverses will heavily de-
pend on wearable devices monitoring both biometric
(e.g., gait, facial expressions, temperature) and neuro-
metric (e.g., fear, satisfaction, attention) data, which

will imply continuous and full surveillance of users.
In Western societies, where privacy and protection of
personal data are fundamental rights, commercial and
public interests will have a very difficult relationship
concerning this topic.

Therefore, the emergence of metaverses raises a
wide range of concerns regarding their compatibility
with the law. It will be thus necessary to go beyond the
well-known concepts of security-by-design and privacy-
by-design towards an encompassing Compliance-by-
Design paradigm, if at all possible.

Accordingly, the impact of public policies on the
metaverses market will be felt in a wide range of tech-
nical fields, such as interoperability, digital identity,
privacy, and data portability. It should for instance be
possible for avatars who are experiencing a digital
world on a particular metaverse platform of a com-
pany, to be able to move, without impediments and in
a transparent way, into another metaverse platform,
from another company, without the need to identify
themselves again in the physical world.

And this leads us to the technological focus of this
work, namely the implementation of a digital identity
architecture in metaverses that integrate data protec-
tion and portability by design.

IV. Self-Sovereign Identity

Identity in a wide sense encompasses every attribute
of an entity, i.e., any characteristic or property of
the entity that can be used to describe its state,
appearance, or other aspects [7]. The Self-Sovereign
Identity (SSI) concept aims to give people control of
their identity information in the digital realm. Allen [8]
defined the principles of self-sovereign identity as:
access, existence, protection, consent, minimalization,
control, persistence, portability, interoperability, and
transparency. Self-sovereign identity illustrates a new
decentralized identity model where users are at the
center and control the sharing of their identity. Differ-
ent implementation strategies have been experimented
in the last recent years [9], [10]. Currently, the W3C
verifiable credentials standards is considered as the
reference for exchanging proofs of identity [11]. This
architecture encompasses the following entities: the
issuer, the subject / holder, and the verifier.

An issuer asserts a claim and releases verifiable
credentials (VC) about subjects for holders. A subject
is a human being, an animal, or something for which
claims are issued. In many cases, the subject and
the holder are the same person. However, they can
be different, like when a parent may hold credentials
about his/her child, the owner of an object about it,
etc. Once a credential is received, for instance an ID



Fig. 1. The W3C Verifiable Credentials architecture [11]

card, a payslip, or an insurance policy, the holder can
store it in a digital wallet. To assert a composition of
attributes of a subject to a verifier, the holder can
compose a verifiable presentation by combining those
different VCs required by the verifier. The verifiable
data registry mediates the creation and verification
of identifiers, keys, and other relevant data, like VC
schemes and revocation registries.

The W3C also proposes a complementary standard
called the Decentralized identifiers (DID) [12]. This
new type of identifier is controlled and created by
individuals and lasts for as long as their controller
wishes to use it in a decentralized registry. A DID
is simply a URI which resolves to a DID document
that contains the key material and other metadata to
reference services relevant to interactions with the
DID subject. A DID is composed of three parts sepa-
rated by ":" such as did:scheme:identifier. The scheme
refers to the technology-specific verifiable data registry
used for recording DID documents, which can be any
form of trusted data storage (e.g., distributed ledgers,
decentralized file systems, databases of any kind, or
peer-to-peer networks etc). The scheme specifies the
operations by which DIDs and DID documents are cre-
ated, resolved, updated, and deactivated. The identifier
is a unique value within the scope of the scheme. A
DID is governed by its DID controller which has the
capability to manage the life cycle of the associated
DID document. The controller of the DID can be the
subject of the DID or another entity.

V. Cross-metaverses avatar interoperability

Avatars can be created via a dedicated avatar editor
that may be provided by a metaverse or an independent
service. In our perspective, once created, one avatar is
dependent on its physical person owner, implying that
it does not evolve autonomously and only is present
in a metaverse at a given time if its owner has been
granted access to that metaverse.

An avatar is unique and therefore cannot "exist" in
different metaverses at the same time (Property of
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Identity
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Fig. 2. The cross-metaverses avatar interoperability architecture

cross-metaverse avatars’ uniqueness). Once an avatar
leaves a metaverse to enter into a new one, it should be
deactivated from the metaverse of origin before being
able to interact in the destination metaverse.

Furthermore, in an ideal implementation of meta-
verses, an avatar would evolve during its life time.
It may gain experience and/or new features in the
metaverse it is visiting. While this evolution should be
reported in the next metaverse where the avatar will
travel, at the same time a feature may be omitted by
the destination metaverse when it is in contradiction
with the metaverse rules.

We propose to apply the principles of SSI to create
a sort of passport system so that avatars may travel
across metaverses that accept such a proof of identity.
The general idea consists in exchanging avatar data
in the form of verifiable credentials, like in passports.
When an avatar travels from Metaverse1 to Meta-
verse2, the owner will request Metaverse1 to issue a
verifiable credential for its avatar and send it to Meta-
verse2 which plays the role of VC verifier. This allows
avatar owners to keep control of their avatars and pro-
vide a proof of the avatars’ characteristics and features
to destination metaverses, signed by the source meta-
verse. To do so, we assume that there exists a minimum
trust relationship between metaverses, which must be
formalised by a dedicated governance organisation: i) a
metaverse does not lie to another metaverse about the
presence of an avatar, and ii) all signatories agree to
use verifiable credentials. A standard VC schema for a
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Fig. 3. Our XMAT Protocol

minimum set of globally recognised avatars’ attributes
would improve interoperability but is not mandatory.
The whole architecture is described in Fig. 2.

Our proposed system assumes that each metaverse
has a DID and publishes the DID document in a veri-
fiable data registry. The DID document should contain
its public keys, the verifiable credential scheme it can
issue, and also the URLs of the required services (the
metaverse entrance request service, the metaverse
entrance application submission service, the metaverse
departure request service and the residence service
used between metaverses to coordinate the manage-
ment of avatars’ places-of-stay uniqueness). To protect
the privacy of the avatar and thus of its owner, the resi-
dence service can only be called by trusted metaverses.

For their part, users (called avatar owners) have a
metaverse identity wallet system in their device. Any
avatar owner has also a DID and publishes the DID
document with its public keys in the verifiable data
registry1. An avatar owner may have several DIDs for
privacy reasons. When an owner creates an avatar,
a new DID is created for the new avatar. An owner
may have multiple avatars. The keys of the avatar are
managed by the owner in the metaverse identity wallet.
Therefore, the owner is the controller of the avatar’s
DID document. One of the advantages of this proposed

1The management of the keys and the authentication of the person
on the device is out of the scope of this paper, but password-less
solutions such as [13] can be employed.

solution appears in the case where the owner wants
to transfer or sell its avatar to another user: (s)he
only needs to change the controller in the avatar’s DID
document to validate the transaction.

Once these requirements are met, cross-metaverses
travel can be implemented by our XMAT (Cross-
Metaverses Avatar Travel) protocol. Fig. 3 depicts the
different messages in a generic and natural language.
The following explanations will provide inputs for im-
plementing it as a REST API. The XMAT protocol
expects the communication channel to be secure (e.g.
HTTPS) and consists in the five following phases:

Phase A - Entrance request. When an avatar wants
to travel from Metaverse1 to Metaverse2, it needs
to start by calling the Metaverse2 entrance re-
quest service. The URL of this service shall be
available in the Metaverse2 DID document. The
avatar provides its DID and Metaverse2 returns to
the avatar a unique entrance request identifier and
list of identity attributes required by Metaverse2.

Phase B - Verifiable credential request. After hav-
ing received the entrance request application, the
avatar calls the Metaverse1 departure request ser-
vice to obtain the VC of the attributes required by
Metaverse2. This request shall be signed by the
avatar’s private key and the associated public key
shall be available in the avatar’s DID document.
The VC request only includes the entrance request
identifier and the list of required avatar identity



attributes. It should not contain the destination
metaverse DID to prohibit a metaverse to con-
trol where an avatar can travel. To maintain the
properties of avatars’ uniqueness and consistency,
the status of the avatar is changed to inTransit in
Metaverse1 once the request is received. Indeed,
values of identity attributes included in the VC
shall not change until the travel of the avatar
is either finalized or refused by Metaverse2. For
security reasons, the VC also contains the entrance
Request Identifier (entranceRequestId) and an ex-
piration date to avoid malicious users to reuse the
VC and an avatar to be in status inTransit forever.

Phase C - Verifiable presentation submission.
After receiving the VC from the metaverse,
the owner encapsulates it into a verifiable
presentation (VP), signs the VP and sends it to
Metaverse2. This can be done by calling a specific
service provided by Metaverse2, whose URL is
specified in the DID document of Metaverse2.
The VP is a proof that the avatar owner wants
its avatar to travel to that specific metaverse.
Thus, it shall include the entranceRequestId and
the destination of the travel. The destination
metaverse can then verify the VC and the VP
(validity period, signatures, attributes values, etc).

Phase D - Current avatar residence modification.
If the VC and the VP are correct, i.e. are complying
with the destination regulations, Metaverse2
indicates the new residence of the avatar to the
metaverse of origin. This can be implemented by
calling a residence service listed in the Metaverse1
DID document. This message shall include the
VC and VP to prove the acceptance of the avatar
owner. Then Metaverse1 can deactivate the avatar
so that it doesn’t exist anymore in Metaverse1.

Phase E - Notification of the decision. The last
phase consists in creating or activating the avatar
and notifying the decision to the avatar owner.

Our proposed XMAT protocol allows avatars to travel
across metaverses while preserving their fundamental
rights as well as of their owners. The protocol respects
the sovereignty of the avatar owner and of destination
metaverses, that keep control of places where the
avatar can travel, while the metaverse of origin has
no authority on it. Privacy of the avatar owner is also
preserved because DID can be used as a pseudonym
and the owner can have multiple DIDs. Finally, the
avatar’s privacy is controlled by its owner, who can
monitor any data related to the avatar to be shared
with a destination metaverse, since (s)he generates
the verifiable presentation. Noticeably, this protocol
requires previous off-line agreements about policies to

govern the relationships between metaverse platforms.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper we explored impacts that public policy
and legislation may have on questions of metaverse
security and privacy. Our XMAT solution, based on the
SSI architecture, is fully decentralised and respects
data privacy and portability.

Plethora of open questions remain, when we confront
current digital policies and the technological require-
ments of such ambitious systems as metaverses, includ-
ing implementation tests of our proposed protocol. Re-
search will be required about adapted technical regu-
lations to guide hardware manufacturers and software
developers with respect to compliance with the law,
including data governance and operational governance
rules. We note that technological and systems research
in this area are intrinsically transdisciplinary and cross-
dependent with research in policy and governance.
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